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Abstract:  This paper looks to identify if correcting fake news articles is sufficient to prevent 
people from making decisions based on factually incorrect information.  Through an experiment, 
I find that correcting a fake news article makes a person less likely to put money towards the 
issue that the fake story supported.  I also find that over time people are more likely to forget the 
corrections but that it does not change their economic decision at a statistically significant rate. 
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I. Introduction 
 This paper looks to identify the effects of fake news on economic decision making and 
whether correcting the information is sufficient to combat the initial exposure to incorrect 
information.  I use an experiment that shows the subjects both fake and real news articles 
followed by questions that test whether the readers were able to correctly remember the right 
answers and a choice between a charity that is associated with either the fake or real story.  This 
identifies if exposure to false information has a real impact on how people choose to make 
decisions about where they put their money.  I found that exposure to a fake article and its 
corrected version makes a reader less inclined to spend money on that issue.  I also find that as 
time goes on the reader is less likely to remember the correct information but that this does not 
impact which charity they select.  This is promising for the success of correcting articles 
however, it may also mean that when stories are not corrected people may put a disproportionate 
amount of trust in them or conversely dismiss issues entirely if they see fake news surrounding 
them rather than looking into the topic further.  This also means that fake news may be less 
problematic than previously thought if misremembering the details of a story does not impact a 
person’s economic decisions. 
II. Background  
After Donald Trump was elected President in 2016 many questioned whether fake news 
tipped the election in his favor.  In the year since he was elected, fake news has been discussed 
on both sides of the aisle as problematic.  Donald Trump recently called into question the 
validity of the Access Hollywood tape that came out just prior to the election in which he 
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discussed women in grotesque terms.1  As technology improves it is increasingly possible to 
fabricate news and evidence or to dismiss real facts as fake.  This is a significant problem 
because a democracy cannot function properly if people are choosing their President or making 
any other political decisions based on false information.  It also hinders the ability of markets to 
reach an optimal point if large groups of people are not allocating resources based on actual 
conditions.  While the term “fake news” has risen in popularity since the election, the concept of 
false or misleading information influencing people’s choices is not new.  The Bill of Rights 
grants the rights to freedom of speech and the press.  In theory, if there is free press, the truth 
will be reported and neither the government nor anyone else will be able to prevent it.  
Unfortunately, this was not always the case and as technology advanced it became easier for 
false information to spread. 
a. Market for fake news 
The presence of echo chambers, the lack of a barrier to entry for publishing information, 
and the rise of social media all combine to provide an opportunity for fake news to thrive.  An 
echo chamber is the environment that people create for themselves when they filter out the 
information that they do not agree with and only read information that “echoes” their preexisting 
beliefs.  While the internet and the wide range of information it provides should make it difficult 
for fake news to go unchecked, this is often prevented by ideological segregation in echo 
chambers.  Gentzkow and Shapiro (2011) found that segregation in online news is worse than 
offline news and that compared to face to face interactions this difference is even more 
substantial.  This means that the rising level of dependence on the internet for news will lead to 
                                                        
1 Haberman, Maggie, and Jonathan Martin. “Trump Once Said the ‘Access Hollywood’ Tape Was Real. Now He’s 
Not Sure.” The New York Times, The New York Times, 28 Nov. 2017, 
www.nytimes.com/2017/11/28/us/politics/trump-access-hollywood-tape.html. 
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less ideologically diverse information.  This environment can allow for a fake news story to 
come out that would not be debunked if it is not in the interest of anyone in the echo chamber to 
prove the story wrong. 
Social networking sites make the development of echo chambers easy.  Platforms like 
Facebook and Twitter use algorithms to suggest articles and posts that are similar to what a 
person has clicked on in the past.  The more that people reinforce their views the more difficult it 
becomes to convince them that they may be wrong.  Bakshy, Messing, and Adamic (2015) 
revealed that on top of the already biased set of information provided by social networks, users 
tend to self-select articles from that set that are even more biased towards their preexisting views. 
Allcott and Gentzkow (2017) found that social networking sites were huge sources for traffic to 
fake news websites.  While social networking sites are still not a major source of news for most 
people, they are the biggest source of traffic for fake news sites.   
The internet made it simpler to share information, but social media significantly lowered 
the barriers to entry in the market for news.  Anyone can post anything because social 
networking sites are not designed to be news sources and do not have tools in place to verify that 
information is not biased or an outright lie.  New technology that can alter video and audio is 
also on the rise, which can present a new challenge to credibility as well as making it easy to 
deny video and audio evidence.2  In terms of the 2016 election, Allcott and Gentzkow (2017) 
found that fake news existed in large quantities and that people who had highly segregated 
networks and used social media as their main source of news were exposed to fake news at a 
higher rate.  They also found that many of the sites responsible for publishing fake articles 
                                                        
2 “Fake News: You Ain't Seen Nothing Yet.” The Economist, The Economist Newspaper, 1 July 2017, 
www.economist.com/news/science-and-technology/21724370-generating-convincing-audio-and-video-fake-events-
fake-news-you-aint-seen. 
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relevant to the election no longer exist.  This reflects the low barrier to entry.  Part of this low 
barrier is created by advertising.  Pires (2014) studied choices that newspapers make about 
ideological slant and found that newspapers within larger advertising markets could use multi-
ideology strategies since the cost of writing articles directed at a narrower audience was reduced.  
Articles posted on the internet outside of mainstream media rely on advertising over subscribers 
which provides them with more incentive to produce news that is partisan or even completely 
false.  Well established news sources that rely more on subscribers must verify their information 
in order to maintain their reputation.  Fake news websites can exist for a short time and still 
profit from advertisements before people realize that the news is not credible.  As fake news is 
allowed to grow it increases the risk that people will make important decisions with incorrect 
information.   
b. Persuasive Power 
In order to find a solution, it is necessary to identify both the circumstances that allow it 
to persist as well as the extent of the problem.  The presence of the news is not inherently bad.  
What makes it a problem is when people use incorrect information to make decisions.  One 
example is a man who attacked a pizzeria with a gun after reading a fake news article that the 
restaurant was part of a child abuse ring led by Hillary Clinton.3  Possibly the most controversial 
problem today is the 2016 Presidential Election and the fake news that still surrounds the actions 
of the President and his adversaries to this day.  If people chose to support a candidate based on 
false information about him and his opponents, then this is a major problem.  This is also an 
issue for policy decisions.  A significant factor in how Congress will vote on issues like 
                                                        
3 Goldman, Cecilia Kang and Adam, "In Washington Pizzeria Attack, Fake News Brought Real Guns," The New 
York Times, The New York Times, 05 Dec. 2016. 25 Apr. 2017, 
<https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/05/business/media/comet-ping-pong-pizza-shooting-fake-news-
consequences.html>. 
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healthcare or taxes is the opinions of their constituents.  Many people call their representatives to 
let them know what they want them to do.  If people are forming their opinions on specific 
policy or even on which representative to put in office on incorrect information about the costs 
and benefits of these plans, then the government will not make the socially optimal choice.   
Several articles look at how certain factors can impact the persuasiveness of information.  
Prior, Sood, and Khanna (2015) measured interpretation of economic measures and found that 
people would use the same measures as evidence of economic improvement or worsening 
depending on if their party was in office or not.  Both DellaVigna and Kaplan (2007) and 
Enikolopov, Petrova, and Zhuravskaya (2009) studied the impact of the slant of news on 
television channels on voter turnout.  DellaVigna and Kaplan looked at Fox News and found that 
while it did not convince non-conservatives to vote Republican it did increase turnout among 
Republicans.  Enikolopov, Petrova, and Zhuravskaya looked at the impact that access to a non-
government run news channel in Russia had on voters.  They found that it increased turnout and 
it made people more likely to vote for the opposition party.  Both studies demonstrate that the 
source of information, whether people are aware of the bias or not, does have an impact on 
actions taken. 
Conspiracy theories have effects similar to fake news and when Bowman and Rugg 
(2013) studied beliefs in conspiracies they found that about ten percent of the population will 
believe any given conspiracy.  When they looked more generally at skepticism of the 
government they found that even more people believe that the government is hiding information.  
This establishes the lack of trust that allows fake news to spread.  Spenkuch and Toniatti (2016) 
found that people can be persuaded by biased information through studying the effects of 
political advertisements.  In the Allcott and Gentzkow study they predict that the persuasion rate 
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of fake news is less than advertisements but that is not necessarily true since advertisements are 
not presented as factual news.  Using this assumption, they do not conclude that fake news tipped 
the election in Donald Trump’s favor, but they do determine that a substantial amount of people 
believe these articles.  
a. Proposed Solutions 
While people can produce fake news at an extremely low private cost there is a large 
negative externality.  A society cannot function as a democracy if the choices people make are 
based on false information.  This poses a challenge because while externalities are often dealt 
with through regulation, allowing the government to make decisions on what types of news can 
and cannot be distributed also poses a risk to democracy.  Facebook and similar platforms have 
been called upon to tackle this issue and essentially choose to serve as an arbiter of truth or to 
allow their users to continue to curate their own content.  Neither of these options are sufficient 
since having a corporation decide what is and is not true can pose risks and letting people filter 
for themselves clearly is not working.  Facebook has attempted to deal with this issue through 
partnering with independent fact checkers to flag articles as disputed or fake. People have 
questioned the effectiveness of the feature since a disputed tag rarely appears, but Facebook has 
reported that when a post is marked as disputed its future impressions drop by 80 percent.4   
One frequently discussed solution is promoting news literacy.  A media literacy challenge 
was recently started by the New York Times to encourage people to reflect on their news diet.5  
                                                        
4 Levin, Sam. “'Way Too Little, Way Too Late': Facebook's Factcheckers Say Effort Is Failing.” The Guardian, 
Guardian News and Media, 13 Nov. 2017, www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/nov/13/way-too-little-way-too-
late-facebooks-fact-checkers-say-effort-is-failing. 
5 Schulten, Katherine. “Media Literacy Student Challenge | Explore Your Relationship With News.” The New York 
Times, The New York Times, 2 Nov. 2017, www.nytimes.com/2017/11/02/learning/media-literacy-student-
challenge-explore-your-relationship-with-news.html. 
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The News Literacy Project, an organization dedicated to providing education on how to decipher 
fact from fiction in the digital age, was started in 2009 and as of January 2017 the curriculum is 
used by over 220,000 students in all 50 states.6  If it is true that knowing that a story is false is not 
sufficient to undo the effects it has on decision making, then new solutions need to be looked at 
more seriously.  In DellaVigna and Kaplan’s study on “The Fox News Effect” they assumed that 
after a few years the effect of a conservative slant would go away because people would 
understand that the source is right leaning and would factor that in to the information provided.  
This assumption might not hold true today as many people can read news from sources that they 
have never heard of before.   
Song et. al. (2017) looked at how fake news impacts businesses when false information is 
spread about their products.  They conducted a model with two firms where one firm promoted 
false information about the other.  This ended up harming both firms but the firm who was 
responsible for the fake news was hurt more making it an ineffective marketing tactic.  This 
model assumes that people find out that the news is fake and from a competitor.  Even though in 
this model it hurts the source of the news more than the victim it still hurts the victim firm and 
often there is no easy way to identify the source of the false information.  While people have the 
option to look for other sources, this costs time and sometimes money especially if they want to 
reference a reputable newspaper that is accessible only through a subscription.  Additionally, it is 
now possible for a person to find several sources that repeat the same falsehood.  Falkinger 
(2008) used a theoretical approach to demonstrate how attention becomes a scarce resource in an 
information rich economy.  This means that news needs to be interesting enough at first glance to 
                                                        
6 “Origin and History.” The News Literacy Project, The News Literacy Project, 
www.thenewsliteracyproject.org/about/origin-and-history. 
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get a person to spend time reading about the topic.  This both incentivizes using highly 
controversial or even blatantly misleading and false headlines, and increases the opportunity cost 
of a person spending extra time looking up more information on what they just read.   
This experiment will expand on Allcott and Gentzkow’s research on how much Fake News 
impacted the 2016 election by quantifying the persuasiveness of a given fake story.  The 
experiment will be similar to the methods used in Dewan, Humphreys, and Rubenson, (2013).  
Their research studied the effect of endorsements on a person’s likelihood of voting yes on a 
referendum.  They randomly assigned canvassers to hand out pamphlets that either did not 
include any endorsers or one of four and then analyzed the impact.  My experiment will present 
people with one of two fake stories and the resources to learn more with the only cost being the 
time it takes to read.  I will then measure the subsequent change in charity selection as an 
indicator of the level of persuasion of a fake story.  For some this cost may still be too high 
because they cannot account for the negative externality that can result from false information if 
they do not yet know that the information is false.   
This research will look to answer the question of whether combating fake news with correct 
information is an effective solution.  It will measure both if people are able to identify the correct 
information and further if they take that information into account when they are making choices.  
I will also look at how this effect changes over time.  It is possible that while a person may 
remember the correction initially, as time goes on the information in the fake article that tends to 
be more tied to emotion and memorable might be remembered as true instead of the correction.  
Corrections are also often more specific.  The articles in this study are all significantly longer 
than the initial fake stories.  This makes it easier for a person to just skim the corrections and not 
fully understand the difference.  My experiment does not force anyone to read the correction 
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thoroughly, similar to reality, which gives a more realistic idea of how impactful corrections are 
since people will not always follow up on every social media post or misleading headline they 
are shown. 
III. Method 
 I used an experimental method to study this topic.  The experiment used human subjects 
from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) and received IRB approval.  I created two online 
surveys using google forms that asked demographic questions to make sure that there are not any 
problematic differences between the two groups.  Both surveys presented information on the 
same two topics: Hurricane Harvey and a school that had removed religious statues.  All of the 
news sources used in the survey, both real and fake, were at one point published online.  Each 
survey started with demographic questions and the subject was then brought to the next page that 
showed a fake story either about Hurricane Harvey or a Catholic school that had removed 
religious statues. 
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The social media post with misleading information that was shown in the Harvey survey. 
 
The next page of the online survey had a link to a Snopes article that was described as a 
source of context for the previous story.  It is likely that the subjects had already realized that the 
first stories were fake since the title of the survey was “Fake News Survey” but the inclusion of 
the Snopes article meant that they were all informed that what they had just read was either 
totally false or misleading.  The next page had a link to an additional Snopes article about the 
other topic.  This meant that the subjects were all shown one fake story accompanied by 
corrections and one story on the other subject that was true.  It is not possible to verify that every 
person actually read every article, but this is similar to real life.  If corrections are used as an 
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antidote to fake news they will only work if it is reasonable for people to actually take time to 
read them.  This means that there is a higher cost of time and attention required for reading 
complex corrections than there are for reading a short and straight forward piece even though it 
is fake.  Not forcing the subjects to read the corrections or to read closely allows the effect of the 
higher time cost to be a factor in the results just as it is in real life. 
The surveys were posted on MTurk, were listed as “News Survey 1.0” and “News Survey 
1.1,” and were made available to all users located in the United States above the age of 18.  
MTurk allows requesters to limit who can work on their surveys which allowed me to prevent 
people from completing both versions once I had marked them as having completed either 1.0 or 
1.1.  Survey 1.0 is the Harvey survey and it includes a fake story about Hurricane Harvey while 
Survey 1.1 is the statues survey and includes a fake story about statue removal.  This also 
allowed me to send out follow ups to the same people who completed the original surveys.  One 
limitation was that if someone managed to complete both surveys before they were given a label 
it was not possible to identify which survey they sent in first.  This only happened with one 
person and I was able to prevent them from filling out the follow up survey.  To get paid the 
workers just had to put the completion code that was shown to them at the end of the google 
form in the appropriate space on MTurk.  One person completed the survey without submitting 
the code so there is one additional response on the statue survey.  The Harvey survey was 
completed by 70 people and the statue survey was completed by 71.  One person on each survey 
did not select the box to agree to informed consent at the beginning of the survey so their results 
were removed leaving 69 subjects from the Harvey survey and 70 from the statue survey. 
Both google forms were titled “Fake News Survey” and the Harvey survey began with 
social media posts about a new law in Texas scheduled to go into effect on September 1st, 2017, 
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just a few days after Hurricane Harvey hit.  The first post is from a private citizen who claimed 
in a Facebook status that she was sharing information that “came from State Rep. Glen Maxey, 
and has been verified with several other lawyers.”  She went on to write that anyone with 
damage as a result of the hurricane who does not file their insurance claims before September 1st 
would fall under the new law that “makes it harder for you to get the insurance companies to pay 
what they are supposed to pay when they are supposed to pay it.”  The second post was a tweet 
from Joaquín Castro who is a Congressman from Texas.  The tweet itself does not state that he is 
a Congressman, but he does have a verified check mark that gives some inclination that he might 
be a reliable source.  He writes, “Texans: be sure to file for #Harvey relief before Sept 1.  
#TXlege passed a bill making it harder to dispute weather-related property claims.”  The third 
post is from former State Representative Glen Maxey who is referenced in the first post.  He also 
wrote on Facebook, where he is not a verified user, that people should write to their insurance 
company prior to September 1st in order to take advantage of the prior law.   
The Snopes article that followed the social media posts explained that while a new law 
would go into effect on September 1st that makes it more difficult to dispute a claim, this is only 
applicable if the insurance company has not paid the claim in full or on time and a complaint was 
filed before September 1st.  This means that the day that people file their claims is most likely 
irrelevant because it would likely be too soon to file a complaint that the insurance company had 
failed to pay within just a few days.  The lawsuit needs to be filed in a court before September 1st 
and there is no benefit to filing the original claim by this date.  The social media posts could give 
people an unnecessary fear or anger at the Texas legislature when in fact this would likely not 
impact most of the Harvey victims. 
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 The statue survey began with a link to a fake news story that was published on World Net 
Daily (WND) which calls itself “the Digital Pioneer in Independent Online News Since 1997.”  
The Washington Post described World Net Daily as a “fringe” and “far-right” association in a 
2016 article titled “There’s the major media.  And then there’s the ‘other’ White House press 
corps.”7  The WND article is titled “Catholic School Removes Jesus Statues to Be ‘More 
Inclusive.’”  The article writes that a California Catholic school made a decision to “remove and 
relocate more than 160 statues of Jesus, Mary and historic Church figures from the campus.”  
The story then details parents’ complaints that “articulating an inclusive foundation appears to 
mean letting go of San Domenico’s 167-year tradition as a Dominican Catholic school and being 
both afraid and ashamed to celebrate one’s heritage and beliefs.”  WND cites the chair of the 
board of trustees as saying that there are 18 statues remaining out of the original 180. 
                                                        
7 Bruno, Debra. “There's the Major Media. And Then There's the 'Other' White House Press 
Corps.” The Washington Post, WP Company, 21 Feb. 2016, 
www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/theres-the-major-media-and-then-theres-the-other-
white-house-press-corps/2016/02/21/f69c5f92-c460-11e5-8965-
0607e0e265ce_story.html?utm_term=.fc8fa951cb86. 
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 This article is then followed by a Snopes article which explains that while it is true that 
the school did remove statues, only six out of an original sixteen were removed.  It is not true 
that dozens of statues were removed, that there were 180 statues originally, nor that there are 
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now 18 remaining.  The Snopes article also explains that while the WND article mentions that 
the school is independent it fails to explain how this status leaves it outside the authority of an 
archdiocese and that of all of the students and parents, 80 percent of them do not identify as 
Catholic.  This means that the shift away from Catholic tradition at the school should not 
necessarily be a surprise and that the majority of the community does not associate with the 
meaning behind the statues in the first place.  
 Each survey includes the Snopes article of both stories but only presents the fake 
information on one topic.  The survey then asks four reading comprehension questions to see if 
the subjects read closely and were able to identify the correct answers which were given to all 
participants.  The surveys ask: 
1. When should Texas residents have filed insurance claims pertaining to Hurricane 
Harvey? 
2. Did a Catholic school remove dozens of religious statues from its campus? 
3. Did Texas pass a law making it more difficult for people to file insurance claims just 
prior to Hurricane Harvey? 
4. What was the statue removal at San Domenica school a response to? 
 
Providing the correct story tests whether people actually retain the correct information or if they 
only remember, or only read, the first fake article. 
 The final page will inform the subjects that as a reward for completing the survey they 
have the option to choose between two charities that $100 of the research funding will be given 
to: Lone Star Legal Aid or National Trust for Historic Preservation.  These charities were 
selected because they are relatively unknown in order to prevent preconceived ideas about the 
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merits of the charity from impacting the choice instead of which issue the person finds most 
compelling.  One survey will be randomly selected as the decider of which charity will receive 
the donation.  This provides more incentive for the subject to make a careful decision because 
there is a chance that the entire $100 will be spent based on their choice alone.  Choosing Lone 
Star Legal Aid suggests that the subject was persuaded by the article on Hurricane Harvey and 
National Trust for Historic Preservation suggests persuasion by the article on removal of statues.   
One week after the original surveys were completed a follow up was sent out that 
included the same exact questions but did not include the news stories.  These results measured 
both if people were able to correctly remember which facts were true after time passed and if this 
impacts their economic decisions.  Since the workers were given a label to indicate which survey 
they had completed the follow ups could be sent to the same people at least one week after they 
had completed the original survey.  This allows me to estimate the persuasiveness of seeing a 
fake article and its corrections and how that persuasiveness is altered when only the correct 
article is shown or as time passes. 
I used a random utility model to analyze the survey results.  This reveals how much 
exposure to the fake stories impacted an individual’s decision of which charity to select.  I then 
used Stata to analyze the relationship between seeing a fake story and getting the reading 
comprehensions questions right as well as the relationship between getting the questions right 
and which charity was selected.  I used the data from the follow up surveys to see if these results 
changed after time had passed.  
IV. Results 
The more significant indicators of which charity a person donated to were education level, 
age, and amount of time spent following the news.  As shown in table 1 in the appendix, 
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education level was significant at the five percent level in the original surveys but not in the 
follow ups.  The amount of time consuming news was significant at the five percent level in the 
follow ups as shown in table 2.  Higher education level and more time spent following the news 
both made a person more likely to donate to National Trust for Historical Preservation.  This 
may be that people with more education care more about history and in the follow ups people 
who follow the news more closely may be more aware that Harvey is no longer the most 
pressing natural disaster. 
 The Harvey survey had 52.2% of people select Lone Star Legal Aid while the statues 
survey had 60%.  This means that people who did not see the fake article about Hurricane 
Harvey insurance issues were more likely to donate to the cause than people who did see the 
original posts.  This may be due more to people assuming that the fake story about the other 
topic would not have been as convincing as the one they just read.  If people were surprised to 
find out that the story they read was fake they might be more concerned that other people will be 
fooled.  People may also overestimate their ability to realize that the other story is fake when 
they read only the corrections. This can be problematic since people are not typically presented 
with corrections to fake news when they are exposed to it.  
 The fake news shown to the subject was pulled entirely from the Snopes article and 
repeated in the article which means that the subjects did know that fake news was circulated 
around each subject.  It also means that technically both surveys showed the subjects the same 
information.  Even though people knew that they might be shown a fake article they did not 
know what was fake in it and this may have made people feel more surprised by reading the 
corrections.  It also may have made those who did not expect the article to be fake pay more 
attention to the corrections because they were surprised.  The difference between the two 
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conditions is not statistically significant at the five percent level but is approaching significance 
so I proceeded with my analysis to see what the data suggests.   
V. Random Utility Model 
To analyze the results, I used a random utility model.  I used the data from the survey results 
to find the probability that a person selects the charity associated with one story or the other 
given the fact that they saw the fake story connected to the charity.  The social media posts about 
Hurricane Harvey are considered Fake(X) and Lone Star Legal Aid is charity X.  The WND 
article about the removal of statues is Fake(Y) and National Trust for Historic Preservation is 
charity Y. 
P(i = X | Fake(X)) = 0.51 
P(i = Y | Fake(Y)) = 0.40 
Assuming that the consumer maximizes their utility Ui(X,Y) = Ui(X) + Ui(Y) and that X+Y = 1 
Ui(X) = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1Fake(X) + 𝜖i 
Ui(Y) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1Fake(Y) + 𝛾i 
The difference of two normal random variables is normal so my model assumes that 𝜖I and 𝛾I are 
assumed to be normally distributed with a mean 0 and a variance of 0.5.  Participant i selects X if 
and only if Ui(X) > Ui(Y).  I also make the assumption that 𝛼1 = 𝛽1 which means that both fake 
stories have the same incremental impact on the utility of giving to one charity over the other.  𝜖I 
- 𝛾I has distribution F.  𝛽0 = 0.  Using these assumptions, I was able to derive the values of 𝛽1, 𝛼0, 
and 𝛼1.  I plugged these values into the utility function to get: 
Ui(X) = 0.139 - 0.114(Fake(X)) + 𝜖i 
Ui(Y) = 0 - 0.114(Fake(Y)) + 𝛾i 
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Using these formulas, I can identify the change in probability of selecting a certain charity based 
on whether or not a fake article was shown on that topic. 
P(i = X | NoFake) = P(Ui(X) > Ui(Y) | NoFake) 
= .51 - .56 = -.04 
The probability of a person selecting Lone Star Legal Aid if they had not seen any fake articles 
was 0.56 meaning that there is a four percent decrease in a person’s chance of selecting Lone 
Star Legal Aid if they saw a fake article and its corrections versus only seeing accurate 
information. 
P(i = Y | NoFake) = P(Ui(Y) > Ui(X) | NoFake) 
= .40 - .44 = -.04  
The probability of a person selecting National Trust for Historical Preservation is 0.44 if they 
had not seen any fake articles meaning that there is also a four percent decrease in an 
individual’s likelihood of selecting National Trust for Historical Preservation if they saw a fake 
article and its corrections versus only seeing accurate information. 
a. Follow Ups 
In the follow up surveys the Harvey survey had 46% of people select Lone Star Legal Aid 
while the statue survey had 47.4%.  50 subjects responded to the Harvey survey while 57 
responded to the statue survey.  The surveys could only be completed by those who had taken the 
initial survey so the response time varied between one and five weeks after taking the initial 
survey.  I again used a random utility model to analyze these results. 
P(i = X | Fake(X)) = 0.44 
P(i = Y | Fake(Y)) = 0.53 
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Using the same assumptions, I was able to derive the value of 𝛼1,  𝛼0, and 𝛽1 to get these utility 
functions: 
Ui(X) = -0.113 - 0.038(Fake(X)) + 𝜖i 
Ui(Y) = 0 - 0.038(Fake(Y)) + 𝛾i 
I then identified the change in probability of selecting a certain charity based on whether or not a 
fake article was shown on that topic. 
P(i = X | NoFake) = P(Ui(X) > Ui(Y) | NoFake) 
= .44 - .46 = -.02 
The probability of a person selecting Lone Star Legal Aid if they had not seen any fake articles 
was 0.46 meaning that there is a two percent decrease in a person’s chance of selecting Lone Star 
Legal Aid if they saw a fake article and its corrections. 
P(i = Y | NoFake) = P(Ui(Y) > Ui(X) | NoFake) 
= .53 - .54 = -.01  
The probability of a person selecting National Trust for Historical Preservation is 0.54 if they 
had not seen any fake articles meaning that there is a one percent instead of four percent decrease 
in an individual’s likelihood of selecting National Trust for Historical Preservation if they saw a 
fake article and its corrections.   
Probability Initial Survey Follow Up Difference 
P(X|FakeX) 0.51 0.44 -0.07 
P(Y|FakeY) 0.40 0.53 0.13 
P(X|NoFake) 0.56 0.46 -0.10 
P(Y|NoFake) 0.44 0.54 0.10 
P(X|FakeX) - P(X|NoFake) -0.04 -0.02 0.02 
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P(Y|FakeY) - P(Y|NoFake) -0.04 -0.01 0.03 
  
The results of this model suggest that people are less likely to choose a charity that is 
associated with a fake story.  However, this effect diminishes as time goes on.  Both stories saw 
a decrease in the impact of seeing a fake article on whether people change their donation choice.  
This is likely due to the fact that people remember less of what they read over time.  These 
results are promising because while the corrections become slightly less persuasive they still had 
a negative effect on willingness to support an associated charity.  This means that over time the 
fake article is not becoming significantly more persuasive or more memorable.   
 Part of the negative effect of the fake article on charity selection could be that people 
knew that this was a fake news study and wanted to select the charity that was not associated 
with the fake article.  However, the amount of people who selected Lone Star Legal Aid was 
slightly over 50% in the first round and slightly under in the follow ups.  Since the two surveys 
varied in which fake story was shown but still had the same shift from preferring Lone Star 
Legal Aid initially to preferring National Trust for Historical Preservation in the follow up, this 
suggests that selecting a charity because it was assumed to be the answer the study was looking 
for was not a large factor.  Likely the size of the donation also provided more incentive for the 
subject to select the charity they cared about more rather than attempt to guess what the study 
was expecting. 
The reduced number of people supporting Lone Star Legal Aid is likely due to the fact 
that the issue is not as significant as it was when the original survey was sent out.  However, 
people who took the statue survey experienced almost double the decline in probability of 
selecting Lone Star Legal Aid.  This means that the change was probably not entirely attributable 
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to the hurricane becoming less significant but to the corrections of the statues story becoming 
less memorable.  For example, incorrectly answering the question about the reasoning behind the 
statue removal became a slightly more significant indicator of charity selection in the follow ups 
than in the original survey.  87 percent of people who took the original statue survey correctly 
answered that inclusivity was the main reason for taking down statues versus just 71 percent 
when they took the follow up.  86 percent of people who took the Harvey survey also answered 
correctly the first time but that number only dropped to 81 percent in the follow up.  Since the 
drop is larger in the group that saw the fake story it is possible that the emotional argument made 
in the fake article was more persuasive than the corrections in the Snopes article.   
Responses to “What was the statue removal at San Domenica school a response to?” 
Response  Statue Survey Statue Follow Up Harvey Survey Harvey Follow Up 
Inclusivity 87% 71% 86% 81% 
Political 
Correctness 
7% 5% 1% 0% 
Calls to remove 
confederate 
statues 
3% 23% 6% 10% 
Declining 
Enrollment 
1% 0% 6% 6% 
Community 
Complaints 
3% 2% 0% 2% 
 
The difference in percent of correct answers to the inclusivity question between the original 
and follow up survey is statistically significant at the five percent level.  Every question had a 
statistically significant decline in the percent of correct answers except for the question about the 
Texas law as shown in tables A, B, C, and D in the appendix.  Since the ability to correctly 
identify the true answers to the questions declined at a statistically significant rate but the choice 
of charity did not change at a statistically significant rate, this suggests that the problem of fake 
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news may be smaller than expected.  The fact that people are not correctly remembering specific 
facts and details might not matter if it does not actually impact their actions in a substantial way. 
VI. Conclusion 
This paper looked to determine the extent of persuasion caused by fake news and whether 
corrections are sufficient to combat the risks of exposure to false information.  My data suggests 
that a corrected fake news article does make an individual less likely to support the issue 
covered.  However, as time goes on this effect is slightly diminished.  I did find statistically 
significant declines in ability to correctly answer questions about the topic after time passed.  
This suggests that the while people may be misled slightly by fake news, one article is probably 
not sufficient to change their ultimate decisions on where to spend money. 
The nature of fake news makes creating a completely realistic experiment difficult.  Since the 
topics are news it can grow or decline in significance over time.  The survey was conducted 
between late October and early December of 2017.  During this time, the presence of Hurricane 
Harvey in the news diminished as several other natural disasters occurred during the fall.  
Conversely, the issue of statue removal has remained in the news as discussions continue about 
whether or not statues of confederate figures should be torn down.  This issue is highly 
controversial which may lead people to choose to support the National Trust for Historical 
Preservation not because the article was convincing but because of preexisting beliefs and 
values. 
Allcott and Gentzkow’s 2017 article on whether or not fake news tipped the election found 
that people viewed and remembered between one and five fake news stories during the period 
leading up to the election.  Using their estimated persuasion rate they concluded that fake news 
did not tip the election.  My research supports this conclusion since age, education, and amount 
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of time spent consuming news were much larger factors in a person’s decision than seeing a fake 
article.  This suggests that it takes a substantial amount of exposure to fake stories before a 
person will change a decision on a choice as significant as who to vote for President.  This 
research is promising for the effects of correcting fake news.  My results that reading a corrected 
fake article made a person less likely to spend money on that issue are consistent with 
Facebook’s method of marking articles as disputed to reduce impressions.   
Future research should be done as more data becomes available from social media efforts to 
halt the spread of fake news.  This research focuses on the impact of fake news that can be 
corrected but as new technology develops the problem of people accusing factual information 
from reputable sources of being fabricated may grow.  This study suggests both that the strategy 
of correcting news or labelling it as false can have a negative effect on its persuasive power.  It 
also shows that while people may misremember details this problem is less important if they are 
not changing their actions.  This analytical framework can be applied to more data that includes 
more options.  It would be useful to study whether reading multiple articles rather than just one 
has a stronger impact on economic decisions.  If fake news continues to grow or certain subsets 
of people are exposed to more than others, then more aggressive solutions may be necessary. 
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Appendix 
1. Regressions 
Table 1: Original Survey  
 
Table 2: Follow Up Survey 
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Table C 
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2. Summary Statistics 
 
Summary statistics of the Harvey and statue surveys 
 
Summary statistics of the Harvey survey 
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Summary statistics of the statue survey 
 
Summary statistics of the follow up Harvey and statue surveys 
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Summary statistics of the follow up Harvey survey 
 
Summary statistics of the follow up statue survey 
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3. Random utility model derivation 
a. Original surveys 
1 – F(𝛽0 - 𝛼0 – 𝛼1) = P(i = X | Fake(X)) 
1 – F(𝛽0 - 𝛼0 – 𝛼1) = 0.51 
1 – F(- 𝛼0 – 𝛼1) = 0.51 
F(- 𝛼0 – 𝛼1) = 0.49 
* 𝛼0 – 𝛼1 = -F-1(0.49) 
1 – F(𝛽0 - 𝛼0 + 𝛽1) = P(i = Y | Fake(Y)) 
1 – F(𝛽0 - 𝛼0 + 𝛽1) = 0.40 
1 – F(𝛽1 - 𝛼0) = 0.40 
F(𝛼1 - 𝛼0) = 0.60 
*	𝛼1 -  𝛼0 = F-1(0.60) 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 = 0.025 𝛼1 - 𝛼0 = -0.253 𝛼1 = -0.253 + 𝛼0 𝛼0 – 0.253 + 𝛼0 = 0.025 
2	𝛼0 = 0.025 + .253 
2𝛼0 = 0.278 𝜶0 = 0.139 𝛼1 = -0.253 – 0.139 𝜶1 = -0.114 
P(i = X | NoFake) = P(Ui(X) > Ui(Y) | 
NoFake) 
= P(.139 + 𝜖I > 𝛾i) 
= P(𝜖I – 𝛾i > -.139) = 0.56 
P(i = Y | NoFake) = P(Ui(Y) > Ui(X) | 
NoFake) 
= P(𝛾i > .139 + 𝜖I) 
= P( -.139 > 𝜖I – 𝛾i) = .44 
P(i = X | Fake(X)) - P(i = X | NoFake)  
= .51 - .56 = -.04 
P(i = Y | Fake(Y)) - P(i = Y | NoFake)  
= .40 - .44 = -.04  
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b. Follow up surveys 
1 – F(𝛽0 - 𝛼0 + 𝛽1) = P(i = X | Fake(X)) 
1 – F(𝛽0 - 𝛼0 + 𝛽1) = 0.53 
1 – F(𝛽1 - 𝛼0) = 0.53 
F(𝛼1 - 𝛼0) = 0.47 
*	𝛼1 -  𝛼0 = F-1(0.47) 
1 – F(𝛽0 - 𝛼0 + 𝛽1) = P(i = Y | Fake(Y)) 
1 – F(𝛽0 - 𝛼0 + 𝛽1) = 0.53 
1 – F(𝛽1 - 𝛼0) = 0.53 
F(𝛼1 - 𝛼0) = 0.47 
*	𝛼1 -  𝛼0 = F-1(0.47) 
 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 = -0.151 𝛼1 - 𝛼0 = 0.075 𝛼1 = 0.075 + 𝛼0 𝛼0 + 0.075 + 𝛼0 = -0.151 
2	𝛼0 = -0.226 𝜶0 = -0.113 𝛼1 = 0.075 – 0.113 𝜶1 = -0.038 
P(i = X | NoFake) = P(Ui(X) > Ui(Y) | 
NoFake) 
= P(-.113+ 𝜖I > 𝛾i) 
= P(𝜖I – 𝛾i > .113) = .46 
P(i = Y | NoFake) = P(Ui(Y) > Ui(X) | 
NoFake) 
= P(𝛾i > -.113 + 𝜖I) 
= P( .113 > 𝜖I – 𝛾i) = .54 
P(i = X | Fake(X)) - P(i = X | NoFake)  
= .44 - .46 = -.02 
P(i = Y | Fake(Y)) - P(i = Y | NoFake)  
= .53 - .54 = -.01  
 
 
